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What is Kissflow?

Two Powerful Platforms, Together


IT and business users can build interconnecting, sophisticated 
apps, processes, and boards on a single platform and integrate 

it with their Google Workspace in just a few simple steps.


Kissflow is a low-code/no-code work platform that 
helps you clean up your messy middle and get 

traction on digital transformation with the fastest 
time-to-value in the industry.




Hosted in Google Cloud

Kissflow helps Google Workspace customers meet the demands 

for modern enterprise app development


Features That Transform the Way You Get 
Work Done With Google Workspace


World-class data security, scalability, 

and reliability with data centers in 

the US and EU

Hassle-Free Deployment

Developers and business analysts 

can quickly build and deploy custom 

apps on Google Cloud

Seamless Integration

Connect your essential workflows 

and custom apps with your favorite 

Google products

Multiple Environments

Develop, test, and deploy 

applications in three separate 

environments for safe rollouts

Easy to Customize

Make use of javascript-based low-

code development to easily add 

custom components
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Native Google 

Integrations Inside 

Kissflow


Kissflow offers ready-to-activate  

no-code integrations with several 

Google products.

Google Drive Google Sheets Gmail Calendar

Create a folder
Create a 

spreadsheet
Send an email

Create a 
calendar

Upload files
Approve from 

Gmail
Create a 

worksheet
Add a quick 

event

Move files Create a row
Create a 

detailed event

Replace files Update a row
Update an


event

Find a folder
Lookup 

spreadsheet row
Add attendees  

to an event

Find a file Delete an event



Here’s Why Google Customers 

Love Kissflow 



Bring Your Use Case,  
We’ll Take Care of the Rest
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Rapid Custom Application 
Development
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Simple applications can be built in less 
than an hour, yet can still have the 
functionality of more sophisticated tools

One Platform for Business 
and IT Teams

Digital 
Transformation

Process 
Automation

App 
Development

Workflow 
Management

Citizen 
Development

Case 
Management

Process 
Automation

Project 
Management

Identify operational bottlenecks with a 

quick visual representation of workflows.

Time-to-Value
Enable teams to build custom applications 

faster, increase developer productivity, and 

enjoy continuous improvement


Unified Experience
Google and Kissflow partnership unites 

business and IT decision makers to 

consolidate digital transformation 

operations on a single experience platform


Wide Spectrum of Use Cases
Create quick project boards, automated 

workflows, and multifunctional applications, 

along with integrations, reports, and 

collaboration tools





